Transcriptional analysis and operon structure of the tagA-orf2-orf3-mop-tagD region on the Vibrio pathogenicity island in epidemic V. cholerae.
The Vibrio pathogenicity island (VPI) in epidemic Vibrio cholerae is an essential virulence gene cluster. The VPI can excise from the chromosome and form extrachromosomal circular excision products. The VPI is 41.2-kb in size and encodes 29 potential proteins, several of which have no known function and whose regulation is not well understood. To determine the transcriptional organization of the tagA-orf2-orf3-mop-tagD region located at the 5'-(left) end of the VPI, we used reverse-transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR), Northern blot analysis and DNA sequencing. RT-PCR primers were designed to transcribe and amplify regions spanning two or more open reading frames so as to establish the transcriptional organization. RT-PCR and Northern blot results demonstrated that the tagA-tagD region is transcribed as a polycistronic message and organized into several potential operons including tagA-orf2, orf3-mop, orf3-mop-tagD and tagD alone. Transcriptional lacZ fusions supported the existence of a promoter upstream of orf3 that was toxT-dependent. Interestingly, our data suggests that the orf3 promoter can drive the expression of either a long transcript (orf3-mop-tagD) or a short transcript (orf3-mop) without tagD. Our data also suggests that tagD can be expressed from two different promoters and that tagD is either transcribed alone or co-expressed with orf3-mop under certain conditions. These studies provide new insight into the genetic structure, transcriptional organization and regulation of a cluster of virulence genes on the VPI of epidemic V. cholerae.